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Abstract

Electrical stimulation through multi-electrode arrays is used to evoke activity in dissociated cultures of cortical neurons. We study the efficacies of a variety of pulse shapes under voltage- as well as current-control, and determine useful parameter ranges that optimize efficacy while preventing damage through electrochemistry. For any pulse shape, stimulation is found to be mediated by negative currents. We find that positive-then-negative biphasic voltage-controlled pulses are more effective than any of the other pulse shapes tested, when compared at the same peak voltage. These results suggest that voltage-control, with its inherent control over limiting electrochemistry, may be advantageous in a wide variety of stimulation scenarios, possibly extending to in-vivo experiments.
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1 Introduction

Multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) (Thomas et al., 1972; Gross, 1979; Pine, 1980; Potter, 2001; Heuschkel et al., 2002) have been used to record from a wide variety of neuronal preparations. Electrical stimulation through MEAs has been used to elicit spiking activity in dissociated cultures (Regehr et al., 1988; Jimbo and Kawana, 1992; Gross et al., 1993; Maher et al., 1999b; Jimbo et al., 1999), as well as brain slices (Heck, 1995; Egert et al., 1998; Novak and Wheeler, 1988; Echevarria and Albus, 2000; Harsch and Robinson, 2000; Tschetter et al., 2001) and isolated retina (Branner and Normann, 2000; Grumet et al., 2000). MEAs and related technology for multi-site extracellular stimulation and
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recording, such as silicon probes (Wise and Angell, 1975; Bai and Wise, 2001) and multiwire probes (Nicolelis et al. (1998)) have gained popularity because the relatively non-invasive nature of the technology allows for long-term interaction with healthy cells, and because they scale well to a large number of recording and stimulation channels.

When designing stimulation paradigms, researchers have to make many choices even after they have decided on electrode material: whether to use bipolar stimuli (between two electrodes) or monopolar stimuli (between one electrode and a large and usually distant ground electrode), whether to use voltage or current control, what pulse shape to use (monophasic, biphasic, perhaps even multiphasic or asymmetric). Compromises have to be found between efficacy of stimuli, harm to electrodes or cells, and stimulation artifacts that hamper recording of responses. For long-term experiments, it is crucial to prevent damaging electrodes and killing cells. Cell damage can result from high charge injection or high charge densities (McCreery et al., 1990), but our MEA electrodes cannot inject dangerous amounts of charge before exceeding electrolysis limits (Weiland et al., 2002). Electrolysis, which starts to play a role when electrode voltages exceed about one volt directly damages electrodes, and is also harmful to cells. (This harm can be much reduced by employing charge-balanced stimuli, making such stimuli preferable for long-term or in-vivo work when large voltages cannot be avoided (Lilly et al., 1955; Shepherd et al., 1991).) A secondary constraint can be the width of stimulus pulses: Since recording is generally impossible for the duration of the stimulus pulse, short pulses are often desirable.

Here, we study electrical stimuli intended to evoke activity in dissociated cortical cultures on MEAs, with the aim of establishing robust two-way communication between such cultures and a computer system. Knowing a set of stimuli that are reliably and consistently effective is essential for long-term experiments on the development of functional networks, as well as for research on learning in-vitro (DeMarse et al., 2001; Shahaf and Marom, 2001). While the electrical properties of MEA electrodes have been described in the literature (Kovacs, 1994; McAdams et al., 1995; Buitenweg et al., 1998; McIntyre and Grill, 2001), the published knowledge base on what kinds of stimuli are most effective at evoking responses is remarkably slim. A full quantitative understanding would require a detailed model of the electric fields that current pulses induce along axonal and somatic membranes, but in high density cultures, the arrangement of neurons and glia is too complex to construct such a model. In this paper we hope to provide new practical information by identifying a range of stimuli that are effective, unharmful, and produce minimal artifacts. The results in this paper were obtained from dense neocortical cultures grown on MEAs with 30 µm titanium nitride electrodes. Qualitatively, the results should extend to other dissociated neuronal cultures, and to electrodes of different sizes and construction.
2 Methods

2.1 Cell culture

Neocortex was dissected from rat embryos (E18) under sterile conditions. Cortices were cut into pieces of about 1 mm$^3$, prior to dissociation using papain and trituration. Cells were plated at 5000 cells/mm$^2$ on multi-electrode arrays (MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) coated with poly-ethylene-imine (PEI) and laminin. Cultures were maintained for 2–3 weeks prior to recording, in a medium adapted from Jimbo et al. (1999): High glucose DMEM (Irvine Scientifi c cat. no. 9024) with 10% Horse Serum (HyClone), 0.5 mM GlutaMax (Gibco cat. no. 5050.061), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 2.5 µg/mL insulin. To prevent evaporation and to stop infection, culture dishes were sealed using Teflon membranes (Potter and DeMarse, 2001). Cultures were kept in an incubator at 35 °C, 65% R.H., 5% CO$_2$, and 9% O$_2$. All experiments were performed inside this incubator, guaranteeing stability of environmental conditions. (At 65% relative humidity, our incubator is safe for electronics.)

2.2 Pharmacology

For blocking glutamatergic synaptic transmission, we replaced the cell culture medium with a medium pre-mixed with 800 µM D(-)-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5, Sigma A-169), an NMDA-channel blocker, and 80 µM 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione disodium salt (CNQX, Sigma C-239), an AMPA-channel blocker. For blocking all activity, we used a medium pre-mixed with 1 µM tetrodotoxin (TTX, Sigma T-5651). Prior to either kind of blocker experiment, we obtained a baseline by replacing all of the growing medium with 1 mL of fresh medium and recording responses to voltage stimulation after allowing the culture to equilibrate for 30 minutes. We then prepared 1 mL of medium with either AP5 and CNQX or with TTX, and replaced the culture medium with this mixture, again recording after 30 minutes of equilibration. After that, we washed out the blockers by four full medium replacements spread out over five minutes, and recorded a final run through the stimulus set to confirm return to baseline conditions.

2.3 Electrodes and recording system

We use glass MEAs with 30 µm diameter titanium nitride electrodes and a silicon nitride insulation layer (MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany). The electrodes have a rough surface which increases their capacitance for a given electrode diameter. Each MEA has 59 such electrodes laid out in a rectangular grid with 200 µm interelectrode spacing. Signals were amplified using an MEA60 preamplifier, and digitized using an MCCard PCI board (both MultiChannel Systems). Data acquisition was controlled using
MeaBench software (D. A. Wagenaar, http://www.its.caltech.edu/~wagenaar/meabench). MeaBench was also used for on-line data visualisation and processing: Stimulation artifacts were suppressed on-line using the SALPA algorithm (Wagenaar and Potter, 2002), after which spikes were detected by thresholding at $5 \times$ RMS noise. Candidate spikes were validated using a simple shape-based criterion (P. P. Mitra, personal communication).

2.4 Stimulation system

2.4.1 Current pulses

We produced current-controlled stimuli by passing the output of a PCI-6216 digital-to-analog convertor (DAC) card (AdLink Technologies, Taiwan) through the voltage-to-current convertor depicted in Figure 1A (Horowitz and Hill, 1996). This circuit allows us to monitor the voltage generated by the current pulses. We tested both positive ("an-

![Figure 1. Stimulation hardware. A. Circuit for current-controlled stimulation. $V_{DAC}$ is converted to a current $I = V_{DAC}/R_1$ through the resistor $R_1 = 150 \, \text{k}\Omega$. $R_3 = 6.8 \, \text{M}\Omega$ acts as a shunt to prevent runaway electrode voltages. (Electrode impedances are 50–200 $\text{k}\Omega$ at 1 kHz). $R_2 = 150 \, \text{k}\Omega$. Opamps are $\frac{1}{4}$ LM348. The terminals $V_V$ and $V_I$ are used to monitor the electrode voltage and the driving current (multiplied by $R_1$). B. Circuit for voltage-controlled stimulation. The MEA electrode is driven at the voltage $V_{DAC}$. The voltage across $R_1 = 5.0 \, \text{k}\Omega$, amplified and measured at $V_I$, directly reflects the current passing through the electrode. The electronic switch $S_1$ can be used to effectively disconnect the stimulator from the MEA, allowing neuronal signals to be recorded through the stimulated electrode shortly after stimulation. This circuit is part of a device for delivering stimuli to any electrode in an MEA with rapid switching between channels (Wagenaar and Potter, 2004).
odic”) and negative (“cathodic”) monophasic currents of various strengths (1 \( \mu \text{A} \) – 20 \( \mu \text{A} \)) and duration (10 \( \mu \text{s} \) – 1000 \( \mu \text{s} \)) on 55 electrodes from 5 different MEAs. Additionally, we tested biphasic (positive-then-negative or negative-then-positive) current pulses on six electrodes from two MEAs. (The stimulus repertoire is summarized in Table 1.) Electrodes were randomly selected, subject to the constraint that only electrodes were chosen that recorded activity during spontaneously occurring culture-wide barrages of action potentials. All stimuli were relative to a large electrode embedded in the MEA substrate which also served as a reference electrode for recording responses. Each pulse type was presented 50 times to each stimulation electrode, with one second between trials. Presentation order was randomized. Stimulation was fully automated using custom software controlling the hardware through real-time Linux. Responses to stimuli were measured using all non-stimulated electrodes, as described below.

### Table 1. Summary of current-controlled pulses tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse shape</th>
<th>Amplitudes (( \mu \text{A} ))</th>
<th>Pulse widths (( \mu \text{s} ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monophasic, negative</td>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>20 – 1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monophasic, positive</td>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>20 – 1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biphasic, negative-first</td>
<td>5, 10</td>
<td>50, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biphasic, positive-first</td>
<td>5, 10</td>
<td>50, 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.2 Voltage pulses

Voltage-controlled stimuli were generated using either one channel from the Adlink DAC used for current stimulation, or using a custom DAC based on a TLC-7628 (Texas Instruments). To monitor the current resulting from the stimulus, we used the circuit depicted in Figure 1B. We tested biphasic (positive-then-negative and negative-then-positive) pulses of various amplitudes (100 mV – 1000 mV) and duration (100 \( \mu \text{s} \) – 800 \( \mu \text{s} \) per phase) on 45 electrodes from 5 MEAs. Additionally, we tested monophasic (positive and negative) pulses on six electrodes from two MEAs. Finally, we tested “unterminated” pulses, that is, biphasic voltage pulses with the final phase not ended by driving the voltage back to zero but by opening the stimulation switch (‘S1’ in circuit diagram), thus cutting the driving current. (The stimulus repertoire is summarized in Table 2.) As before, a large substrate electrode doubled as return and reference.

### 3 Results

All electrodes tested could be used to evoke responses, given sufficiently strong stimuli (Figure 2). Responses to individual stimuli could be differentiated into three parts:
Table 2. Summary of voltage-controlled pulses tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse shape</th>
<th>Amplitudes (mV)</th>
<th>Pulse widths (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monophasic, negative</td>
<td>100 – 1000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monophasic, positive</td>
<td>100 – 1000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biphasic, negative-first</td>
<td>100 – 1000</td>
<td>100 – 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biphasic, positive-first</td>
<td>100 – 1000</td>
<td>100 – 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Unterminated’ (see text)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100 – 400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Direct responses — Any response that does not depend on glutamatergic synapses. These occur in the first 10–20 ms post-stimulus, have less than 0.25 ms temporal jitter and can be close to 100% reliable (i.e. observed in close to 100% of trials). Direct responses most likely result from antidromic excitation through an axon near the stimulating electrode, though in principle they could result from a single axon passing by both the stimulation and the recording electrode, or from a cell with soma near the stimulation site and an axon passing the recording electrode. We did not study the potential role of gap junctions, but others have reported that it is minimal (Nakanishi and Kukita, 1998).

Early post-synaptic spikes — Responses that do depend on glutamatergic synapses, occurring between 5 ms and 50 ms post-stimulus. Their temporal precision varies around 2 ms, and their reliability ranges up to 30%, though values around 10% are more common.

Culture-wide barrages — In some fraction of trials, stimulation results in a barrage of activity spreading over the entire recording array. Depending on the electrode stimulated, such barrages can initiate immediately after stimulation, or at latencies exceeding 100 ms. In most cultures, barrages cannot be evoked more than once every 2–5 s.

For the present report, the first part is most important: the direct responses indicate how many cells are immediately stimulated by a given pulse. Using results from ten stimulation electrodes in two cultures, we found that blocking glutamatergic synapses inhibited all responses except for the very precisely timed ones (Figure 3). Thus, we found that direct responses are distinguishable from post-synaptic responses by their extremely reproducible timing: their temporal jitter is always less than 0.25 ms, compared to more than 1 ms for most post-synaptic responses. Based on this characteristic, we could distinguish direct responses even in medium without synapse blockers. We confirmed their biological origin by application of the sodium-channel blocker TTX, which reversibly abolished all spikes (data not shown).

Direct responses were observed even at electrodes distant from the stimulation site, but somewhat more frequently nearby the stimulus. Direct responses recorded at different electrodes were not correlated across trials of a given stimulus strength, indicating that
Figure 2. Array-wide responses to biphasic voltage pulses on the marked electrode during 30 ms after stimulation. Graphs are laid out following the physical geometry of the MEA—a rectangular array with 200 µm inter-electrode spacing. Each graph shows responses vs time from one electrode. Within each graph, positive-then-negative stimuli are shown in the top half, with stronger stimuli towards the top, while negative-then-positive stimuli are shown in the bottom half, with stronger stimuli towards the bottom. Each dot represents a single spike. These data were accumulated over 50 trials at each of 36 voltage levels between −900 and +900 mV, with spikes from each trial in horizontal lines. Direct responses appear as very sharp vertical clusters, post-synaptic responses as larger clouds. This representation does not show the occasional occurrence of barrages.

Those responses are due to different axons independently stimulated by the pulse, rather than due to a single axon passing by several recording electrodes.
3.1 Current pulses

Many researchers prefer current pulses on theoretical grounds, because the electric field and potential near the electrode can be directly calculated (Maher et al., 1999a). Thus the effects of current pulse stimulation are thought to be better understood than the effects of voltage pulse stimulation, for which the (current-induced) electric field depends on the complex impedance of the stimulation electrode. In reality, a significant fraction of current applied to the electrode may be lost to leakage through the insulation of the electrode leads (see below under Voltage pulses), reducing the reliability of such calculations.

For a typical new electrode with low leakage currents, 10 µA current pulses of 50 µs duration resulted in an electrode voltage of about 1 V (Figure 4A). Robust responses were observed after stimulating with negative currents (Figure 5). Positive pulses never resulted in any response. Increasing amplitude or duration of negative currents improved the chance of eliciting responses, as expected. Very short (50 µs) current pulses evoked as many spikes as long pulses with the same charge transfer, a surprising result, given that the time-constant for the opening of sodium channels is about 0.8 ms (Sigworth and Neher, 1980). For long pulse widths (200 µs), biphasic pulses were not significantly more or less effective than monophasic negative pulses (Figure 5A). For short pulse widths (50 µs), biphasic pulses were less effective than monophasic negative pulses, presumably because the two phases partially cancel each other in the temporal integration performed by the target neuron’s population of sodium channels (data not shown).

Figure 3. Firing rate on one electrode as a function of latency after stimulus. Baseline (grey) and in the presence of AP5 and CNQX (black). Inset shows detail at early latency. Data was pooled from 475 trials. Synaptic blockers abolished all activity except for the precisely timed spikes (‘direct responses’). Note the shift in latency of the direct responses. This is likely due to more sodium channels being ready to open when synapses are blocked — in baseline conditions, a certain fraction of sodium channels is always in the inactivated state due to ongoing spiking activity. The small peaks near 6 and 8 ms latency are due to events near the detection threshold.
Figure 4. Stimulation waveforms. **A.** Current-controlled stimulation: Driving current (top) and the resulting voltage (bottom). The discharge after cessation of driving current is through a shunt resistor (see Figure 1A). Waveforms were recorded using a Tektronix TDS2014 digital storage oscilloscope connected to the $V_V$ and $V_I$ terminals in Figure 1A. **B.** Voltage-controlled stimulation: a typical driving voltage waveform (top) and the corresponding current response (bottom) for an electrode on an MEA that has been plated just once. We distinguish true electrode currents (black) from leakage currents (grey) (see text). Currents due to stray capacitance have been subtracted out. Waveforms were recorded from the $V_V$ and $V_I$ terminals in Figure 1B through 10x probes. **C.** Voltage-controlled stimulation through an electrode on an older MEA, showing substantial leakage current, presumably through damaged insulation.

### 3.2 Voltage pulses

Unfortunately, current-controlled stimulation has several practical drawbacks: good current sources are more complex than voltage sources, but more importantly, current pulses can cause high electrode voltages, which may harm cultures or damage electrodes through electrochemistry. For these reasons, most stimulation experiments on MEAs in our labs are actually performed under voltage-control.

Positive-then-negative biphasic voltage stimuli were very effective at eliciting action po-
tentials, while sufficiently strong negative-then-positive stimuli also elicited action potentials (Figure 6). Responses were recorded across the entire array, although electrodes close to the stimulation electrode were slightly more likely to record responses. The voltage dependence of responses was the same for recording electrodes near to and far from the stimulation electrode (data not shown). Monophasic positive pulses did not elicit many responses, despite the fact that the downward transient at the end of the pulse corresponds to a strong negative current. Conversely, monophasic negative pulses were effective, but significantly less so than biphasic pulses.

Figure 5. Responses to current stimulation. A. Comparison of pulse shape efficacies: We measured the per-trial-average number of spikes recorded array-wide in the first 20 ms after stimulation, for various pulse shapes (left to right: monophasic negative; biphasic positive-then-negative; biphasic negative-then-positive; monophasic positive), with amplitude 5 $\mu$A and duration 200 $\mu$s per phase. Baseline firing rates were subtracted, and results were normalized by the value for the most effective pulse. Shown are averages and SEM ($N = 6$). B. Number of direct responses (across the array) recorded after monophasic negative current pulses of 50 $\mu$s duration and varying amplitudes. Based on 55 electrodes in 5 MEAs. C. Average across electrodes of data in B (black). Positive pulses (grey) did not excite spikes. D. Average number of direct responses after negative (black) and positive (grey) current pulses of 1 $\mu$A amplitude and varying durations.
At fixed duration, response reliability generally increased with increasing stimulus amplitude, though about 20% of precise responses decreased in reliability above a certain point (Figure 7A). At fixed stimulus amplitude, the number of responses did not depend strongly on pulse duration, once the duration is above threshold. For short positive-then-negative pulses, the efficacy could be significantly improved by leaving the negative phase unterminated (cutting the stimulation current rather than explicitly driving the voltage back to

Figure 6. Responses to voltage stimulation. A. Comparison of pulse shape efficacies: We measured the per-trial-average number of spikes recorded array-wide in the first 20 ms after stimulation, for various pulse shapes (left to right: monophasic negative; biphasic positive-then-negative; biphasic negative-then-positive; monophasic positive), with amplitude 500 mV and duration 400 µs per phase. Baseline firing rates have been subtracted, and results were normalized by the value for the most effective pulse. Shown are averages ($N = 6$) and SEM. B. Number of direct responses (across the array) recorded after biphasic positive-then-negative voltage pulses of 400 µs duration and varying amplitudes. Based on 45 stimulation electrodes in 5 MEAs. C. Average across electrodes of data in B (black). Responses to negative-then-positive stimulation are slightly less strong (grey). D. Average number of direct responses after positive-then-negative (black) and negative-then-positive (grey) voltage pulses of 500 mV amplitude and varying durations (same 45 electrodes). Note that very long pulses result in fewer recorded responses, because some early responses get obscured by stimulation artifacts.
baseline). This effect was much weaker for longer pulses.

To determine which part of a biphasic voltage pulse gives rise to the responses, we fitted the latency of well-isolated direct spikes as a linear function of per-phase-width of the stimuli. If the spikes are evoked by the initial transient, this function should have zero slope; if the spikes are evoked by the second transient, the slope should be one; and if the final transient is responsible, the slope should be two. (Slopes between zero and one indicate that the first constant phase, rather than the transient, is responsible, while slopes between one and two indicate that the second phase is responsible.) We found that most direct spikes are time-locked to the (first) downward transient in the voltage waveform: for positive-then-negative stimuli, the latency from stimulus onset typically increases directly with pulse width (median slope of latency vs phase width is 1.01 µs/µs), while for negative-then-positive stimuli, the latency doesn’t change much (median slope is 0.23 µs/µs). This confirms the observation that only negative current pulses are effective stimuli.

3.3 Number and reliability of responding cells

In principle, when changing a parameter increases the number of direct spikes observed in the response, this can be due to either of two mechanisms: more neurons can become directly activated by the stimulus, or the activation of previously activated neurons can become more reliable. We isolated direct responses occurring in the first 30 ms post-stimulation using a clustering algorithm (see Appendix) that identified sharp peaks in the post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH). From this, we calculated the ‘reliability’ of a direct response (at a given stimulus strength) as the fraction of trials in which it is observed. We defined the ‘relative reliability’ of a direct response as the absolute reliability of that response divided by the peak reliability of that response. Aligning the relative-reliability curves of many direct responses to their threshold value (point of 50% reliability), we found that with increasing stimulus strength, individual direct responses were initiated above sharply defined thresholds: a change of 10% in pulse amplitude could make the difference between no response and near-maximal response (Figure 7). This held for both voltage-controlled and current-controlled stimuli, suggesting that the increase in number of recorded spikes is due to an increased number of cells firing action potentials in direct response to the stimulus, and not due to an increase in the reliability of the firing of any individual cell.

3.4 Voltage vs current-control: electrode and leakage currents

For comparison of current- and voltage-controlled stimuli, it is important to distinguish between currents flowing through the electrode, and currents lost through leakage or arising purely from stray capacitance in cabling. (Stray capacitance is especially significant for voltage-controlled pulses, because sharp voltage transients cause strong capacitive
Figure 7. **A.** Reliability of a random selection of 100 direct responses, sorted by the stimulation voltage at which their reliability peaks. While most direct responses increase in reliability with increasing voltage, a subset only occurs in a voltage range (indicated by black marks on right). **B.** Relative reliability (see text) of direct responses evoked by voltage-controlled pulses near their threshold. Notice the sharpness of the onset. Curve is average of 757 direct responses, shaded area indicates quartiles. **C.** Relative reliability of direct responses evoked by current-controlled pulses near their threshold. Curve is average of 362 direct responses, shaded area indicates quartiles.

...currents.) We measured the leakage currents explicitly by applying voltage pulses after fencing off the electrode area of three MEAs using the end of a wide-bore pipette tip held in place with vaseline. Thus we could flood the rest of the MEA dish and measure most of the lead-to-medium conductance as well as stray capacitance in isolation from electrode conductance. Stray capacitance, at 450 pF, was responsible for most of the current peak during voltage transients. While we found leakage currents to be insignificant (less than 5% of total current) for brand new MEAs, they could constitute up to 30% of the total current path in 6-month-old MEAs that had been plated several times (see Figure 6B). Upon physical inspection, such older dishes are often found to exhibit microscopic cracks in the insulation layer.

In all but one MEA tested, voltage pulses were much more effective than current pulses that reached the same peak voltage. We defined the ‘efficacy’ of a stimulus as the number of spikes that stimulus evoked on average, normalized by the number of spikes evoked by the most effective stimulus in the repertoire. To compare efficacies of voltage and current-controlled stimuli, we measured the peak electrode voltage reached during current-controlled stimulation, and plotted the experimental efficacies as a function of this peak voltage (Figure 8). One MEA in our data set exhibited anomalously strong responses to current stimuli. We found that this MEA had large electrode conductance, but also exceptionally large leakage (as shown in Figure 4C), presumably due to damaged insulation.
4 Discussion

From the great variety of possible stimulation pulse shapes that can be applied to MEA electrodes, we studied eight important families: monophasic and biphasic rectangular current pulses of either polarity, and monophasic and biphasic rectangular voltage pulses of either polarity. We found that the efficacy of stimuli in any of these families can be attributed to the generation of negative electrode currents.

To explain why negative current pulses are effective stimuli while positive currents are not, others have modeled the intracellular currents resulting from extracellular fields. They found that stimulation efficacy follows the second spatial derivative of the potential along the length of an axon (Rattay, 1999; McIntyre and Grill, 1999). For stimulation of cell bodies or unmyelinated axons very near electrodes, we can consider the following simpler equivalent picture: Negative current pulses lower the potential of the medium near the electrode. This can evoke an action potential if the pulse is long enough to significantly charge the local membrane capacitance, thus depolarizing that membrane. A simple model suggests that the relevant time constant for stimulation of axons that traverse an electrode is of the order of tens of microseconds, thus explaining how even the very short current pulses resulting from voltage-controlled stimulation can be effective stimuli. This picture also explains why positive pulses are essentially ineffective: for such pulses capacitive currents enter the axon more distally and over a much larger area, so that the resulting depolarization is slight.

The sheer number of direct responses strongly suggests that axons, not somata, are the main recipients of the stimuli, since geometry limits the number of somata that can be in close contact to a given electrode. Our results do not indicate whether the responses are recorded from axons or somata, but we believe they are from antidromically activated somata. The recorded pulse shapes resemble those from non-direct (synaptically mediated) responses.
4.1 Practical consequences

We have determined a class of voltage-controlled stimulation waveforms that are effective at eliciting action potentials in nearby axons upon stimulation of a single substrate electrode. We were able to evoke activity, without ever requiring voltages that cause electrochemistry. By tuning the pulse amplitude, we could select how many cells to stimulate, since individual cells become responsive at sharply defined stimulus amplitudes. On about 20% of electrodes, tuning pulse amplitudes could even be used to select different subsets of cells to stimulate (Figure 7).

Surprisingly, we found that for almost all electrodes, positive-then-negative biphasic voltage-controlled stimuli are much more effective than either short or long negative current pulses that reached the same peak voltage. This is good news for long-term stimulation experiments, because voltage pulses can be explicitly designed to avoid electrochemistry, without having to monitor the results. We hope that this will encourage other researchers to explore the potential benefits of non-ionic stimulation using voltage-controlled pulses, not only in culture, but also in in-vivo situations.
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Appendix: Identifying response components

For each (stimulation electrode, recording electrode)-pair, we fitted a mixture of Gaussians to the first 30 ms of the peri-stimulus-time-histogram (PSTH), using a variation on the SMEM algorithm (Ueda et al., 2000) that automatically determines the appropriate number of Gaussian components in the mixture. Figure 9 shows an example of the input and output of the algorithm, which we dubbed FSMEM, for “Free Split/Merge Expectation-Maximalization”.

We construct a histogram of latencies of spikes on a given recording channel in response to a given stimulation channel, then fit it with a probability density function of the form:

$$p_{N, \mu, \sigma, \alpha}(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\alpha_n}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_n} e^{-\frac{(t-\mu_n)^2}{2\sigma_n^2}}.$$

Here $\mu_n$ are the centroids (in time) of each of the components, $\sigma_n$ are their widths, and $\alpha_n$ are the mixing coefficients.
The fit is performed by maximizing an objective function which is the sum of two terms:

\[ L = L_0 + L_{MDL}. \]

Here \( L_0 \) is the log-likelihood (Fisher, 1922),

\[ L_0 = \sum_i \log p(t_i), \]

(where \( i \) sums over spikes, and \( t_i \) is the latency of the \( i \)-th spike in the dataset). The other term is a minimum-description-length correction (Rissanen, 1978):

\[ L_{MDL} = -(3N - 1). \]

The inclusion of \( L_{MDL} \) allows the algorithm to autonomously select the number of components without bias.

After determining the distribution of responses, spikes were assigned to the most probable component in the histogram, so the reliability of each component could be determined in each stimulation condition.

The algorithm now consists of these steps:

1. Start with \( N = 1 \), and suitable default values for \( \bar{\mu} \), \( \bar{\sigma} \), and \( \bar{\alpha} \).
2. Optimize \( \bar{\mu} \), \( \bar{\sigma} \), and \( \bar{\alpha} \) using expectation-maximization (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977).
3. For each component, \( n \), consider whether splitting this component in two may improve the objective function \( L = L_0 + L_{MDL} \):
   a. Create a new cluster \( N + 1 \) with \( \mu_{N+1} = \mu_n + \alpha \) where \( \alpha \) is a small random number. Set \( \mu_n \leftarrow \mu_n - \alpha \). Set \( \alpha_{N+1} \leftarrow \alpha_n/2 \), and then \( \alpha_n \leftarrow \alpha_n/2 \).
(b) Run EM on the subset of spikes associated with the original cluster \( n \), operating only on the parameters of the new clusters \( n \) and \( N + 1 \).
(c) Run EM on the entire dataset.
(d) If this improves \( L \), accept the split, otherwise reject it.
(4) If no split constitutes an improvement, consider whether merging any pair of clusters helps: For each pair:
   (a) Replace cluster \( n \) and \( m \) by a single cluster \( n \) with \( \mu_n \leftarrow (\mu_n + \mu_m)/2 \), \( \sigma_n \leftarrow (\sigma_n + \sigma_m)/2 \), and \( \alpha_n \leftarrow \alpha_n + \alpha_m \).
   (b) Run EM on the subset of spikes associated with the original clusters \( n \) and \( m \), operating only on the parameters of the new cluster \( n \).
   (c) Run EM on the entire dataset.
   (d) If this improves \( L \), accept the split, otherwise reject it.
(5) If no merge constitutes an improvement, go back to considering merges.
(6) If neither splits nor merges improve \( L \), the algorithm stops.

A more detailed description of the algorithm, as well as an implementation in Matlab (MathWorks), is available upon request.
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